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Multi-classification analysis of large

data based on knowledge element in

micro-blog short text

Yindi Dong1

Abstract. In order to solve the problem that traditional emotion analysis method for mi-
croblog information adopting vocabulary target identification is unsatisfactory for identifying con-
crete concept application, a recommended system mixing behavioral habits of users and microblog
user labels is proposed. Firstly, use content-based method to build statistic model for emotion
analysis of microblog information and carry out experimental analysis for cluster coefficients of
emotion analysis so as to acquire the best selected value of cluster coefficients; secondly, use de-
cision classifier to build emotion-based concrete method model for microblog information so as
to realize the highest similar mode classification of microblog information and also use content
and method model to rectify it; finally, verify the performance advantage of proposed method in
concrete statistic analysis through experiments.
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1. Introduction

In public feelings analysis, emotion analysis is a hard mission for it aims to find
a corpus emotion which does not have direct communication; it can also be called
opinion excavation or emotion extraction [1, 2]. A lot of useful information can be
obtained through emotion analysis of microblog information [3, 4]: for example, in
e-commerce aspect, companies can popularize their products through website, blog
or social network. Every trading activity is carried out on the Internet and each
time when new product information is published, people will check these pieces of
information immediately and leave comments to show their opinions. Thus, emotion
analysis is playing a more and more important role in network information mining [5].
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The above researches emphasize on solving problem interest and focus on vocabulary
level. Therefore, in this research, the purpose is to find a new method to identify
image concept. One statistical method is used to provide a common model which
can be easily expanded to description of graphic devices of other types.

2. Method model

2.1. Content-based method model

Basically, content-based method is based on condition statistics and it uses train-
ing set to predict score of given microblog. The output of this model is microblog
scores within score range of [-5, 5].

Carry out term extraction for microblog information tk which needs to be noted
firstly; the form is:

Tk = ∪{wi|wi ∈ tk}mk

i=1 . (1)

Where, Tk is term set extracted from microblog information tk; wi is a term of
microblog information tk; mk refers to the number of terms extracted from microblog
information tk.

By using microblog information tk, all possible combinations can be created.
Each combination represents one kind of co-occurrence term. Specific implication
can be expressed based on co-occurrence term set. All combination terms can be ob-
tained through the following method: (1) consider all conditions that co-occurrence
term may occur in Tk; (2) calculate microblog score distribution in training set based
on given terms. In this case, each combination is deemed as one set. Possible cluster
number can be obtained through the following formula computing:

Ck =

(δi)
γk
i=1|γk =

mk∑
j=1

(
mk

j

) . (2)

Where, Ck is cluster set; δ is one cluster; each cluster is expressed as one feature
vector; γk is the possible combination number created by Tk; the definition of mk is
the same as above.

Example 1: for the given term set Tk = {A,B,C} which is extracted from
microblog information tk, based on Tk, all clusters owned by it are:

Ck = {A,B,C} ; {A,B} ; {A,C} ; {B,C} ; {A} ; {B} ; {C} . (3)

Each cluster in Ck can be expressed as one feature vector and its dimensionality
is equal to term number in Tk.

δ = {δ1, δ2, δ3, · · · , δmk
} . (4)

Example 2: based on cluster set Ck, the following feature vector lists can be
got: (A,B,C) = {1, 1, 1}; {A,B} = {1, 1, 0}; {A,C} = {1, 0, 1}; {B,C} = {0, 1, 1};
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{A} = {1, 0, 0}; {B} = {0, 1, 0}; {C} = {0, 0, 1}.
Each microblog information in Z can be expressed as one vector and they will

assemble into corresponding cluster in Ck. After being allocated in one cluster,
microblog information shall meet the following conditions: (1) the distance between
one microblog information and one cluster shall be the smallest distance between this
microblog information and other microblog information. (2) This distance shall be
smaller than the given threshold value. The distance between microblog information
Tk and cluster can be calculated through the following equation:

dis(tk, δ) = 1−
∑mk

i=1(tki × δi)√∑mk

i=1(t
2
ki
)×

√∑mk

i=1(δ
2
i )
. (5)

Where, dis(tk, δ) refers to the distance between microblog information tk and
cluster δ; the definition of mk is the same as above.

Each cluster has one cluster coefficient which can be calculated based on the
number of characteristic items in this cluster. Cluster coefficient is used to indicate
the similarity between microblog information in this cluster and the given microblog
information to be analyzed. The higher the similarity between terms is, the bigger
the obtained cluster coefficient value will be. For this, the following equation is
defined hereby to calculate cluster coefficient value:

Cδ = λδk . (6)

Where, Cδ is cluster coefficient value; δk is the number of characteristic items in
given cluster. In order to obtain the best λ value in equation (6), dataset experiment
is used here to analyze λ value, as shown in Fig.1.

 

  
Fig. 1. Content-based performance analysis

According to Fig.1, content-based method module will have the best performance
when λ = 5, then its performance will reduce gradually. This coefficient is reasonable
for microblog information for it has the following characteristics: (1) since microblog
information has limited length, the difference among cluster coefficients is not great.
(2) Cδ is a nonlinear function which represents the importance of clusters through
considering the number of characteristic items in clusters.
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Example 3: the following cluster lists are given in Table 1: {A,B,C} , {A,B},
{A,C}, {B,C}, {A}, {B}, {C}; besides, their corresponding cluster coefficient val-
ues are also given.

Table 1. Clusters and their cluster coefficients

Cluster set Number of characteristic terms Cluster coefficient

{ABC} 3 Cδ = 53 = 125

{AB } 2 Cδ = 52 = 25

{AC} 2 Cδ = 52 = 25

{ BC} 2 Cδ = 52 = 25

{A } 1 Cδ = 51 = 5

{ B } 1 Cδ = 51 = 5

{ C } 1 Cδ = 51 = 5

Then, establish column diagram according to score of microblog information in
clusters and cluster coefficients to express score distribution in training set. The peak
value in column diagram refers to the possible optimal emotion score of microblog
information.

Example 4: There are 6 non-empty clusters. Cluster {A,B,C} includes one
microblog information and its score (< t1,−4.0 >); cluster {A,B} includes two
pieces of microblog information and their scores (< t5,−2.0 >) and (< t6, 0.0 >);
cluster {A} includes one microblog information and its score (< t7,−1.0 >); cluster
{B} includes two pieces of microblog information and their scores (< t8,−0.5 >)
and (< t9,−1.5 >); cluster {C} includes three pieces of microblog information and
their scores (< t10, 0.5 >), (< t11, 1.0 >), and (< t12,−4.0 >). Table 2 shows the
above data and their respective coefficient; then data in Table 2 is shown in column
diagram in Fig.2.

 

  
Fig. 2. Column diagram of score distribution
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Table 2. Microblog information and their coefficients

Microblog information Cluster set Score Cluster coefficient

tw1 {ABC} -4.0 125

tw2 {AB} -3.5 25

tw3 {AB} -3.0 25

tw4 {BC} -2.5 25

tw5 {BC} -2.0 25

tw6 {BC} 0.0 25

tw7 {A} -1.0 5

tw8 {B} -0.5 5

tw9 {B} -1.5 5

tw10 {C} 0.5 5

tw11 {C} 1.0 5

tw12 {C} -4.0 5

According to column diagram in Fig.2, it can be known that microblog informa-
tion score of content method is -4.0.

2.2. Emotion-based method model

Each term in training set has one score which indicates the emotion such as
positive, negative or neutral emotion of that term. The score of this microblog
information is calculated through using the following two properties: (1) occurrence
probability of other terms in microblog information; (2) the score of all microblog
information that include this term. The final score of this term is within [−5 ∼ 5];
according to each microblog information, the following equation can be used to
calculate term score. During initial period

(
i0
)
, the score of this term can be obtained

through calculating probability P (S |w ) which is the highest score probability of
terms [12, 13]]:

Siw =
Si−1
w × P (St|w)∑n

j=1(S
i−1
wj × P (St|wj))

× St . (7)

Where, Siw refers to term score in the number i step; St is microblog information
score; P (St|w) refers to score probability of given microblog information; n refers to
the number of terms in microblog information. Repeat the above Step until scores
in the number i step and number i − 1 step are smaller than the given threshold
value.

Suppose that all pieces of microblog information are of same importance and the
score of terms is the average value of all scores, namely:

Sw =

∑n
i=1 Swi
n

. (8)
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Where, Sw refers to score; value taking interval is [−5, 5]. n refers to the number
of microblog information that contain this term.

3. Decision-making tree classifier-based combination
prediction for microblog message

3.1. Decision analysis for emotion score

For given microblog information dataset D, property space of this information
is Rn; n refers to the number of information properties. Decision classifier DT
can disintegrate Rn into Q different zones; the classification of different zone rm is
marked as rm.cl. Decision classifier DT is equivalent to constant subsection mapping
fDT : x → rm · cl which can realize the establishment of mapping relation between
microblog information sample x ∈ D and corresponding zone rm and also obtain
label value rm · cl under this situation.

There are two expression means for corresponding prediction zone r, constituent,
and path structure of decision classifier; where, the path structure r.p of prediction
zone r can be described as follows:

r.p = {∩d(av), v = 1, 2, · · · ,Kr} . (9)

In equation (9), d(av) refers to value taking interval of microblog information
property av in prediction zone r; Kr refers to the number of involved points with
prediction path among root nodes in zone r; operator ∩ refers to intersection and
correlation conditions of quality supervision for different properties. Path structure
r.p can correlate decision classifier DT with prediction zone r and also describe rule
property between zone r and root nodes.

In order to describe contents contained in microblog information set D which is
contained in zone r, the constituent structure form of r is given here:

r.c = {num(k1), num(k2), · · · , num(kJ)} . (10)

In equation (10), J refers to the number of categories contained in microblog in-
formation set; num(k1), num(k2), · · · , num(kJ) are the numbers of samples in zone
r which respectively belong to k1, k2, · · · , kJ and other different categories. Con-
stituent structure r.c indicates constituent relation between microblog information
set D and prediction zone r.

For decision classifier DT1 and DT2 which are different in structure but still
have relevance, it is appropriate to carry out similarity description based on affinity
prediction probability of microblog information; for prediction probability P (r) of
microblog information, according to visit condition, it can be divided into prediction
constituent probability P (r.c) and prediction path probability P (r.p); prediction
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probability component can be expressed as:

P (rm.p) = V (rm.p)

/
Q∑
l=1

V (rl.p) . (11)

V (rm.p) =

Krm∏
v=1

(|d(av)|/|dom(av)|) . (12)

P (rm.c) = |rm.c|

/
Q∑
l=1

|rl.c| . (13)

In the above equation, equation (12) refers to hypervolume acquired after nor-
malization operation for prediction zone rm in property space Rn; |dom(av)| =
max (av)−min (av) refers to value taking interval of property av; |d(av)| = max(av)−
min(av) refers to value taking interval of microblog information property av in zone
rm; in equation (13), |rm.c| =

∑J
ρ=1 num (kρ) refers to the sum of all microblog

information samples in zone rm.
The obtained prediction value P (r.p) of path probability by using equation (11)

conforms to distribution consistency of properties. Therefore, under the condition
that training set D is accessible, it is required to solve predicted probability value
P (r) according to equation (13). At the same time, equation (11) and equation (13)
have only listed the component of prediction probability; the calculation form for all
probability predictions is P (r) = {P (rm) |m = 1, 2, · · · , Q}.

After getting predicted probability value P (r), the similarity expression form for
decision classifiers of all types can be obtained based on the following equation:

S(DT1, DT2) = s(PDT1(r), PDT2(r))

=

Q∑
m=1

[PDT1(rm) · PDT2(rm)] .
(14)

In equation (14), s (·, ·) refers to probability affinity expression which can rep-
resent similarity among different probability distribution and also meet the condi-
tion that 0 < s (·, ·) < 1. Therefore, value taking interval of S(DT1, DT2) is also
(0, 1]; the higher the similarity level of prediction probability between DT1 and DT2
is, the closer that S(DT1, DT2) will be to upper limit 1; otherwise, the closer that
S(DT1, DT2) will be to lower limit 0. In case PDT1(r) = PDT2(r), S(DT1, DT2) = 1.

Calculation process for decision analysis of emotion score is as follows:
Step1: (priori knowledge) train decision classifier DTi by using dataset Si in

original data field of microblog information and use microblog information set T in
target domain to train decision classifier DTT .

Step2: successively determine the similarity between decision classifier DTT and
each microblog target information DTi to obtain S(DTT , DTi); in case dataset Si in
original data field of microblog information is accessible, then it will be feasible to
predict constituent structure r.c in microblog information zone r based on equation
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(10) and to acquire probability value of prediction constituent by combining equation
(13); otherwise, path structure r.p can be got based on equation (13) and probability
value of prediction path which is P (r.p) can be obtained by combining equation (15).

Step3: carry out normalization operation for similarity Si(DTT , DTi) of different
microblog objects and weight value ωi can then be obatained; then allocate decision
classifiers.

Step4: based on linear combination, decision classifier DTT =
∑N
i=1 ωiDTi for

emotion score can be obtained; output decision value of emotion score.

3.2. Content-based emotion score rectification

From each piece of microblog information in training set, one term list can be
extracted; these terms can represent one model. Since the number of terms in each
piece of microblog information is different, for each model, interpolation function
can be used to resize the most possibility of microblog information in training set.
Then, establish a vector space expression in which each dimensionality represents
one matched model. Use decision-making tree classifier shown in section 3.1 in score
prediction of emotion method model to carry out training of score prediction for
microblog information.

Example 5: give microblog information tk: “Some instagram photos are just so
funny #sarcasm”. In this example, we extract term lists and their respective scores:
<some, -0.20>, <instagram, -0.20>, <photos, 0.05>, <just, -0.77>, <so, -0.60>,
<funny, -0.19>, and <# sarcasm, -2.35>. Fig.3 shows the mode of the above data.
In our training set, the biggest amount of terms which can be extracted from mi-
croblog information is 24.

 

  
Fig. 3. Microblog information mode

Evaluation method for combined microblog information of content-based method
and emotion mode-based modules is as follows:

S = α× SC + β × SE . (15)

Where, S refers to the final score of microblog information. SC is the calculated
microblog information score of content-based method module; SE is the calculated
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microblog information score of emotion-based method module; α and β refer to
weight coefficients determined according to training errors of classification models
of each method; and α+ β = 1.

4. Experiment comparison and analysis

4.1. Experiment settings

Generally, microblog information contains text, photo or video; this information
is limited and it can contain 140 characters at most. In this Thesis, emphasis is
laid on analysis of text emotion of microblog information. HTTP demand is used
to obtain 8000 pieces of microblog information; ID lists are taken as training sets
which have three types: 5000 sets of ironic information, 1000 sets of information
with ironic meaning, and 2000 sets of metaphorical information. Due to the prop-
erty of information, most ironic information, information with ironic meaning, and
metaphorical information are negative. Microblog information can be expressed as
the following model:

Z = {< t, s > | s ∈ [−5, 5]} . (16)

Where, Z refers to one microblog information set in training set; t refers to
microblog information; s refers to microblog information score. Term set extracted
from Z can be expressed as:

Tz =

n⋃
i=1

ti =

n⋃
i=1

{ωj |ωj ∈ ti }mj=1 . (17)

Where, Tz is the term set extracted from Z; n refers to the number of microblog
information in training set; ωj is term; m refers to the number of terms extracted
from Z.

Use cosine similarity as index to estimate the performance of proposed system.
The value taking interval of scores measured from cosine similarity is [0,1], showing
the similarity between our results and the predicted results. Firstly, express the
above two results as vector form:{

R = {r1, r2, · · · , rn} ,
E = {e1, e2, · · · , en} .

(18)

Where, R refers to the result from algorithm in this Thesis; E is the expected
result; n is the number of terms to be estimated. And the similarity index can be
defined as:

sim (R,E) =

∑n
i=1 (Ri × Ei)√∑n

i=1 (R
2
i )×

∑n
i=1 (E

2
i )
. (19)
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4.2. Performance evaluation

Divide microblog information data acquired in the above; due to the problem of
privacy, some microblog information can not be downloaded; there are 4927 pieces
of microblog information in total which have been divided into two parts; dataset
1 includes 927 pieces of microblog information, and dataset 2 includes 4000 pieces
of microblog information. Dataset 1 only contains concrete microblog information
which is used to evaluate concrete speech recognition capability. Dataset 2 con-
tains both concrete and abstract microblog information. Comparing algorithms are
selected as content-based image emotion analysis for microblog information, image
emotion analysis for decision-making tree, and algorithm in this Thesis; comparison
results are shown in Fig.4.

 

  
Fig. 4. Algorithm comparison based on cosine similarity index

According to comparison condition in Fig.4, it is known that the algorithm in
this Thesis is better than solely selected content-based image emotion analysis for
microblog information and image emotion analysis for decision-making tree with re-
spect to cosine similarity index; in dataset 1, for concrete language, content-based im-
age emotion analysis for microblog information is better than image emotion analysis
method for decision-making tree in effect; while in dataset 2, for mixed information,
the effect of image emotion analysis method for decision-making tree is better that
of content-based image emotion analysis method for microblog information. At the
same time, with respect to algorithm stability, the algorithm in this Thesis is better
than the selected two comparing algorithms; in dataset 1, for concrete language, the
stability of content-based image emotion analysis method for microblog information
is better than that of image emotion analysis method for decision-making tree; in
dataset 2, for mixed information, the stability of image emotion analysis method for
decision-making tree is better that of content-based image emotion analysis method
for microblog information.

The comparison result between score results and actual score results of terms in
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dataset 1 and dataset 2 is shown in Fig.5 to Fig.6; algorithm in Literature [4] is
selected as comparing algorithm.

 

  
Fig. 5. Comparison among scores of terms in dataset 1

 
Fig. 6. Comparison among scores of terms in dataset 2

According to Fig.5 and Fig.6, it is known that in term score comparison result,
term score result of the algorithm in this Thesis is more close to actual score result of
terms than algorithm in Literature [4], which showing the advantage of the proposed
algorithm in term score results.

5. Conclusion

In this Thesis, a statistical analysis method of concrete image emotion based on
content rectification for rectification information and decision-making tree is pro-
posed; on the basis of carrying out content-based emotion analysis and statistic
for microblog information, build emotion-based concrete image method model for
microblog information by using decision-making tree and also rectify by combining
content-based statistic model; finally, the performance advantage of proposed al-
gorithm in cosine similarity index is verified through experiments. However, there
are still problems to be further researched and solved: (1) there is no non-concrete
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microblog information in training set. By adding more non-concrete microblog in-
formation during learning process, the performance of algorithms can be improved.
(2) Emphasis is only laid on the emotion mode analysis of words (unigram model).
In the following research, emotion mode analysis for all images in microblog infor-
mation will be of great difficulty. (3) The structure of training set is rough; there is
relatively big noise interference, and some redundant information need to be deleted
so as to increase training accuracy.
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